
   Colouring Utensils

 Coloured Pencils (12 Pack)
by BLACKWING

ISBN: 820933110764
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $30.00

PENCILS WITH HERITAGE – First created in the 1930’s, Blackwing built a cult following that included John Steinbeck and Chuck Jones, who proudly
used Blackwing pencils to create Bugs Bunny and many other Looney Tunes characters. Discontinued in the 1990’s, we revived the Blackwing brand in
2010 for a new generation of artists, writers, musicians, and others seeking a more natural existence.EXTRA-SMOOTH COLOR CORE – Blackwing’s
colored pencil set consists of 12 different pencils, each with an extra-smooth Japanese wax color core designed specifically for coloring. The included colors
are pink, red, yellow, orange, light green, green, light blue, blue, violet, brown, black, and silver. This pencil set is perfect for people seeking creative balance
away from the daily grind.EASY-TO-SHARPEN CEDAR CASING – These colored artist pencils have a cedar casing made from genuine California incense-
cedar, which sharpens evenly and easily. This casing is covered by a thick, color-matched lacquer, making it easy to find the color you need. Each colored
pencil features a crisp, silver imprint and the same semi-hexagonal barrel found in our graphite pencils.METAL HEX CAP – Blackwing’s coloring pencils
are each topped by a silver, metal hex cap that adds a bit of weight, giving the pencils a comfortable, balanced feel. This slightly-weighted end cap is
important for artists who need superior control over an extended period of time.A portion of the sales from all Blackwing products benefit the Blackwing
Foundation, which funds and develops arts and music education at the K-12 level. Your purchase helps provide, among other things, the instruction, learning
environment, and instruments children need to participate in the Little Kids’ Rock Modern Band Program.

 Coloured Pencils (box Of 60)
by FABER CASTELL

ISBN: 4005401112600
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $38.00

Bright, luminous colours. Including metallic, neon and pastel colours. Classic hexagonal shape. Protected from lead breakage by SV bonding. Wood from
certified sustainable forestry.

 Coloured Pencils (double Ended, Set Of 12)
by NATIVE NORTHWEST

ISBN: 629117053244
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $10.00

These pencils give you double the colour and lots of artistic inspiration. A set of 12 double-ended pencils featuring 24 colours with which to express
yourself.Featuring Eagle by Haida artist, T.J. Sgwaayaans Young. Set of 12 double-ended coloured pencils. Made from cedar wood harvested from a
sustainably managed forest.
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   Colouring Utensils
 Goldfaber Aqua Watercolour Pencils (12 Pack)

by FABER-CASTELL

ISBN: 4005401146124
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $16.00

The Goldfaber Aqua watercolour pencils convince with their soft and intense color laydown as well as outstanding colour brilliance using either dry or wet
techniques. All the dry drawing techniques of colour pencils can be used with these watercolour pencils. Using a wet paintbrush, stunning watercolour
paintings can be conjured into a motif or pattern designed with the Goldfaber Aqua. The fully watersoluble lead of the Goldfaber Aqua waterolour pencil
was produced with the most innovative production technology and impresses with its excellent lightfastness.This tin contains 12 pencils. Colours: 101, 107,
115, 121, 125, 120, 147, 163, 166, 187, 176, and 199.

 PITT Artist Pens - Bright (12 pack)
by FABER CASTELL

ISBN: 4005402674213
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $48.00

Ink drawings have a very long artistic tradition. This has always been an interesting medium for artists and graphic artists, it lends drawings expression and
durability and can also be combined with many other drawing techniques. Faber-Castell has combined all the advantages of artist's inks with the benefits of a
modern, easy-to-use disposable pen - the Pitt Artist Pen. The pigmented and very lightfast drawing ink is ideal for sketches, drawings, layouts, fashion
design and illustration.- Pigmented India ink
- High light resistance
- Water-resistant, permanent
- Odour-free, acid-free, pH neutral
- 12 multi-colour tones in a case
- Tip: B = brush tip

 PITT Artist Pens - Grey (12 pack)
by FABER CASTELL

ISBN: 4005402674237
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: 
Pub. Date: 
Pages: 
Price: $48.00

Ink drawings have a very long artistic tradition. This has always been an interesting medium for artists and graphic artists, it lends drawings expression and
durability and can also be combined with many other drawing techniques. Faber-Castell has combined all the advantages of artist's inks with the benefits of a
modern, easy-to-use disposable pen - the Pitt Artist Pen. The pigmented and very lightfast drawing ink is ideal for sketches, drawings, layouts, fashion
design and illustration.- Pigmented India ink
- High light resistance
- Water-resistant, permanent
- Odour-free, acid-free, pH neutral
- 12 Grey tones in a case
- Tip: B = brush tip
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